June 9, 2021, Dubrovnik
RIMAC NEVERA AT SUN GARDENS DUBROVNIK
Sun Gardens Dubrovnik has hosted the Rimac Dealers Sales Conference from June 2-6, 2021,
following the international launch of the newest Rimac model, 'Nevera,' the world's best and most
powerful electric hypercar.
The Rimac Dealers Sales Conference gathered distributors and buyers, hosted test drives, and
officially presented the new Rimac Nevera hypercar. Founder and CEO of Rimac Automobili Mr.
Mate Rimac confirmed on Facebook that more than 80 international customers, associates, and
distributors from all over the world, including the USA, Japan, the United Kingdom, and various
EU countries were in Dubrovnik for the presentation. The newest model is named after the
powerful and unique force of nature in the Mediterranean - unexpected and mighty Nevera
summer storm charged by lightning.
"At the beginning of the project, we set ourselves really high targets; global homologation, fastest
acceleration of any car, most powerful production ever, lots of features and functionalities,
autonomous driving features, and comfort in the car. Making it usable, not just to sit in the garage
but for people to actually enjoy it," said Mr. Mate Rimac.
"I'm very proud that we nailed pretty much everything and even overachieved with some of our
targets. One of the things that make this car very special is that everything has been developed and
designed specifically for this car. Everything is custom-made for this car by our team here. We are
really proud of the results and think we have something really special," Rimac added.
This fully electric next-generation hypercar opens up new dimensions in road performance. With
1914 horsepower from four electric motors, Nevera can accelerate to 100 km/h in 1.85 seconds and
100 miles per hour in just 4.3 seconds. The acceleration is maintained throughout the full-throttle
cycle and reaches 300 km/h from the start in 9.3 seconds. Nevera achieves a record-breaking 8,6
seconds quarter-mile time.
The Rimac Dealers Sales Conference is further confirmation that the convenient location and
exclusive facilities of Sun Gardens Dubrovnik is a top choice for hosting automotive events in
Croatia and beyond.
Sun Gardens Dubrovnik offers many great locations for vehicle displays and photo shoots. It
features 200 outdoor parking and 200 indoor garage spaces that can be privatized. The event
locations and 753 sqm main ballroom are car accessible, while 16 bars and restaurants within the
resort guarantee a variety of extraordinary indoor & outdoor venues for group functions like
lunches, dinners, and press conferences. Car maintenance and washing areas are available at the
resort, and there are electrical car chargers on site. Sun Gardens Dubrovnik has hosted several
major automotive events so far.
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About Sun Gardens Dubrovnik
Sun Gardens Dubrovnik, Croatia's premier five-star resort and a member of The Leading Hotels of
the World, offers an exquisite choice of 201 modern hotel rooms and suites and 207 luxurious
residences accommodation experiencing the unique charm of the Adriatic coast. The beachfront
location of the resort, 11 kilometres from the UNESCO Old Town of Dubrovnik, provides the
perfect spot from which to explore and enjoy everything the region has to
offer. www.sungardensdubrovnik.com
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